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Financial Report:
As provided in Article 5 of the association's bylaws:
Income for 2021: zero
Expenses for 2021: zero

Technical Report:
1 - New ufological context
That's it, it's done! After more than 70 years of struggle to end the embargo on the truth
about UFOs, in 2022 the U.S. government will officially work on unidentified aerospace
phenomena.
The bill HR 4350 containing the amendment SA 4281 had been passed on December 7 by the
House of Representatives by a roll call vote of 363 to 70.
The Senate passed it on December 15 by a vote of 88 to 11.
December 27, the President of the USA, Joe Biden, validated the text which thus became a law.
70 years of fight of the ufologists and the citizens succeeded.
A big "THANK YOU" to all those who have fought against the embargo on the UFO truth for 70
years!

2 - Official position of the Academy of Ufology
The activities carried out until now by the ufologists will be progressively disseminated in the
existing public or private civil or military activities.
The Academy of Ufology continues its work of information and analysis of reports concerning still
unknown phenomena. Its members are available on an individual basis to bring their competences
to whoever might need them.
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3 - New features of this report
Given the importance of the events that occurred in 2021 :
- the presentation of the subjects raised, discussed or analyzed is more detailed than in previous
years,
- consequently, the report is longer, more than 50 pages,
- for most of the subjects presented, an Internet link will send directly to the source of the
information or to a translation in French on the website of the Academy of Ufology. In this case the
original source of the information will be accessible from the translation.
Logo announcing the link to an Internet page:
example :

The topics mentioned, discussed or analyzed are presented in the order in which they were
considered during the year 2021. There is no date, there is no classification by type of information
or event.
At the end of the report the most generous contributors are mentioned with their contribution.
This document is an internal report for the members of the association "Académie
d'Ufologie", it is neither a user's manual, nor a guide, nor an essay, nor a book for commercial use.

4 - Importance of this report
Given the significance of the events of 2021 regarding ufology and the 70-year struggle of citizens
to end the UFO truth embargo, this report is a major tool that accurately reflects the events that
took place and the actions that were taken by certain individuals in the US Navy, Pentagon, US
Senate and House of Representatives.
This report will be published in over 100 languages worldwide.
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5 - Topics raised, discussed or analyzed in 2021
(The names of the speakers of the Academy of Ufology are in parenthesis and italics).
The first 7 pieces of information that follow concern Ufology. The American Deep State does not
want the UFO Disclosure and Donald Trump has been chosen by the US military to carry out
actions that are a priori rejected by the Deep State such as that UFO Disclosure.
All the incomprehensible political agitation becomes obvious when one takes into account THE
DISCLOSURE, not only UFO, but much more general at the level of political, scientific, religious,
showbiz and communication figures (Jacky Kozan).
Details on the Kraken, represented on the internal Happy New Year 2021 message to the Academy
of Ufology’s members.
The word Kraken is used more and more frequently in the USA. It was Sidney Powell, the legal
representative of all American citizens, who first used it to designate the investigators in the case of
electoral fraud in the USA.
In the published image, "Punisher" at the top left of the image could be the 305th Military
Intelligence Battalion, which investigated all kinds of fraud, including foreign interference. So
there will be serious consequences (Jacky Kozan avec réactions de Sylvie Joubert et Michel
Vanbockestal).

Sidney Powell's Investigative Report on the US-2020 Elections
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As expected, January 6 was a busy day in Washington! A summary has been diffused internally at
the Academy of Ufology (Michel Vanbockestal, Jacky Kozan).

Military Special Forces slipped in among the Antifas and entered the Congress where they
managed to take Nancy Pelosi's computer microphone containing a lot of evidence of her
participation in the Coup d'Etat against American democracy. The image of the microphones taken
from the Congress was published by the National Guard (Jacky Kozan).

Cyrellys Geibhendach shares important information related to the political news in the US and
Disclosure. She answers Dan Smith on the Open Minds Forum.
Ah Dan, you and Ron (Ronald Pandolfi) must identify the speaker.... if you have any ability to be
an authority on any subject, then you are capable of it.
Your revelation died before arrival.
I'll tell you why. Because the election is stolen...you and all the government assholes have no
credibility. Nothing you or anyone else says can be trusted. It's just more narrative control by
a failed administration when it comes to accountability. All communicators, except the Great
Community itself, in person, face to face, are finished. This is the position of the Elders. Don't
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even bother trying to discern who they are. MJ12 et al are not qualified.
The world elites and conscious people have been told in different ways:
- YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO DEPOPULATE USING WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION,
- YOU MUST DISCLOSE TO YOUR PEOPLE OR WE WILL DO IT FOR YOU,
- Your governance, stewardship and interaction skills are being assessed,
- Your "nature" is being weighed and measured.

An information of the "Résistance Républicaine". Man who searched Pelosi's Capitol Hill
computer found shot dead! (Jean-Pierre Troadec, Jacky Kozan).

Question from a member of the Academy of Ufology :
"- Has the Academy of Ufology now become an organization that promotes Qanon conspiracy
theories?"
Following the dissemination of a press article that announced :
"Man Who Ransacked Pelosi's Capitol Hill Computer found shot to death" (Gilles Milot,
Sylvie Joubert, Michel Vanbockestal, François Bourbeau, Gilles Durand et Didier Boulanger).
Canal + revisits the 70's with a humorous series: "UFOs", a sort of French X Files, where the real
GEIPAN is used as a backdrop, treated with humor and winks to the world of French ufology
(Jean-Pierre Troadec).

Vertical Project Media (Jean-Pierre Troadec, Daniel Robin)
An idea of Daniel Robin and Nagib Kary born from a need to meet physically and monthly around
a theme in order to simply share convivial moments. It is the video version of the Ufological
Meals. Announced for January 19: UFOs: the geopolitical stakes at the world level
(Visioconférence with Jean-Pierre Troadec).

Release of the book by Daniel Robin: "OVNIS du secret officiel aux limites de la science".
If this study was carried out, it is because the reflection on the subject of UFOs is far from being
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completed and that the researchers must turn towards other fields of interrogation.
The ufology of the XXIst century is no longer that of the pioneers. We must prepare ourselves for
great changes in this field, and seriously consider the possibility of more and more numerous and
close contacts between UFOs and groups of humans ready for this type of "encounter".

Radio Quebec publishes a short video by Alexis Cossette-Trudel presenting the current situation
in the USA (Jacky Kozan).

Development of a suggested program for the CIPO (Jacky Kozan).
G.Coat (outside the Academy) announces a video summarizing the problems that the world of
ufology is currently facing. This video presentation realized in a perfect way in sound and image
quality by Gilles Thomas (ODH TV) with the help of Didier Gomez (Ufomania) is of a remarkable
topicality.
Jean Librero (hors Académie) quotes two articles that refer to the partial declassification of the
UFO archives of the Brazilian Air Force in 2004. A long and clear text by the Brazilian ufologist
A.J. Gevaerd and a second document which is the interview of General Pereira who was the central
military actor of this process.
Release of the book "Past Present and Future with Luis Elizondo" by Adam Goldsack which
states:
The Department of Defense program, "UAPTF" (Unidentified Aerial Phenomenon Task
Force) was created in August 2020, and it was a game changer. This means that the
United States Government (USG) is officially investigating unidentified aerial phenomena
(UAP), also known as UFOs. For me, this was big news and as someone who has been
interested in this topic since 2013, I couldn't help but appreciate the extreme importance
of this. (Robert Roussel, Jacky Kozan).

Pentagon admits to testing UFO crash wreckage (Ruben Uriarte).
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Facebook deactivated Jacky Kozan's account on May 7th. For the record, on John Tomlinson's
invitation I had refused to sign up a first time in 2011 after reading the terms and conditions but 9
months later in 2012 John made me understand that I had to sign up with a tone that left no room
for discussion or misinterpretation. So "I played facebook" for a few years. I had removed my
images and articles and some time later they kicked me out. Thanks (Jacky Kozan, Anne-Marie
Prieto, Sylvie Joubert, Michelle Baldellon).
Creation of the CIPO: Knowing the identity and skills of each member and how to launch the
CIPO later to the general public (Sylvie Joubert).

Nexus magazine France n°133 publishes an article on Cipo (Daniel Robin).

Publication of website visit statistics http://ufolog.eu
Aerospace companies and UFOs. Interests of aerospace companies and some of their employees in
UFOs. A review of aspects of unidentified aerial phenomena (UAP) from a scientific perspective.
Aerospace companies, particularly in the United States, have long been interested in unidentified
aerial phenomena (UAP). It is a natural fit. UAPs present a number of "observables" that would be
valuable to an aerospace company, in terms of understanding advanced physics, advanced
propulsion systems, and in general, advanced technology (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

A video traces the history of previous attempts to bring UFO information to the United Nations and
details a new international effort from China, the Five Continents International Forum, which is
attempting to bring the UFO issue to the United Nations (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Newly unearthed NASA reports reveal pilot encounters with UFOs (19 mars - Ruben Uriarte,
Jacky Kozan).
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News of Pandolfi, Trump and Disclosure. On March 18 Dan Smith published an unusual message
that I bring to your attention. Dan's messages are mainly intended to drown the ufologist fish, but
nevertheless real news is published from time to time. So I think you should read the message and
stop there (Jacky Kozan).

Why the delay in the announced arrests? After the news from the anti-disclosure camp, here is
some information from the pro camp. The author of the text is a former "Marine" and a Master
Weapons Instructor at the FBI. He lists the mandatory points for enacting martial law and setting
up military tribunals (Gilles Milot, Jacky Kozan).

For the Easter holidays, a pastry chef in Lyon decorated his shop window with a "homemade" alien
made of green-colored chocolate. The ufological imagery has no limit (Jean-Pierre Troadec, Gilles
Durand).

In an interview with Fox News former Director of National Intelligence John Ratcliffe said an
upcoming government report will show more unidentified flying object (UFO) sightings that are
"difficult to explain," adding that he had hoped to declassify the findings during his time in the
Trump administration (Jacky Kozan).
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Senator Marco Rubio (Republican-Florida) has spoken out about the urgency of identifying
unexplained flying objects that have been spotted over U.S. military installations. In an interview
he said that the unidentified objects seen flying over sensitive military installations were not
American and that nobody knows who they belong to (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Several destroyers have been attacked by mysterious "drones" off the coast of California on
multiple nights. The series of disturbing events during the summer of 2019 has led to an
investigation that has reached the highest levels of the Navy (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

USA - Military and intelligence agencies filibuster Senate UFO report (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky
Kozan).

According to the commander of the NAVY, the "drones" that swarmed around the destroyers are
still not identified (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Prince Philip and the aliens! Paranormal phenomena are serious subjects. Thus, Prince Philip,
husband of Queen Elizabeth, has been fascinated by aliens for many years. A legacy, it is said, of
his uncle Lord Mountbatten (Bernard Hugues).

The Pentagon has confirmed that a set of images and videos showing unidentified flying objects
buzzing over Navy warships off the coast of California in 2019 "were taken" by shipboard
photographic intelligence (Snoopie) (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).
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Robert Powell on the science behind the Nimitz's Tic-tac UFO encounter. The case has become
legendary. With numerous witnesses telling fascinating stories and this video that the U.S. Navy
calls "unidentified," the Nimitz encounter continues to fascinate and intrigue all those interested in
the unknown. But what is the real science behind what we know? Some know the facts, few dissect
the science. That's what Robert Powell has done, co-writing a 270-page scientific analysis of the
discoveries related to the Nimitz event (Robert Powell, Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

The Pentagon is investigating mysterious UFO encounters. They could be "hypersonic drones from
China or Russia," according to former Defense Department investigator Nick Pope (Jacky Kozan).

The Sun publishes the map of US-Navy maneuvers with Drovnis.

Robert Roussel had an interview with Alain JUILLET ex DGSE and wrote an article which should
appear in the N°10 of the magazine "OVNIS (Robert Roussel).
Pyramid-shaped UFOs spotted by Navy could be the best the world has ever seen, says director
Jeremy Corbell (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).
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80th Anniversary of the Cape Girardeau UFO crash. One of the most mysterious stories about a
UFO crash with extraterrestrial bodies preceded the Roswell event by about six years (Jean Librero
hors Académie, Georges Metz, Jacky Kozan).

NBC News - Gadi Schwartz's full interview with retired US Navy Commander David Fravor about
the unidentified object he saw flying in the sky during a training mission in 2004 (Ruben Uriarte,
Jacky Kozan).

The digital fight against false information. The French Ministry of the Armed Forces uses software
to counter false information (Jean-Pierre Troadec).

Press Release from Stephen Bassett's PRG (Paradigm Research Group): April 21, 2021.
As the final weeks and months of the truth embargo unfold, PRG offers the following advice. Don't
focus too much on a specific news story, press release, government statement, witness account or
observation report. Instead, focus on the bigger picture that has been unfolding since October 11,
2017.

Thomas Pesquet accompanied in space by the military base of Lyon and NASA (Jean-Pierre
Troadec).

What about those flying pyramids? Former Pentagon UFO investigator answers questions about
Pentagon leaked images (George Knapp, Matt Adams, Duncan Phenix).
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The intelligence officer who previously led the Pentagon's secret UFO investigation says the
ultimate explanation may be more exotic than we can imagine.
"Unfortunately, there's a lot more we don't know than we know now," Lue Elizondo said at a recent
press briefing. "The good news is that we are finally taking the problem seriously." (Ruben Uriarte,
Jacky Kozan).

The next symposium "Contact in the desert" scheduled for June 24 will feature more than 60
speakers, ufologists, witnesses or alerts.

On The HILL.TV Saagar Enjeti and Ryan Grim: Pentagon CONFIRMS New UFO Video. A UFO
was observed by destroyers on maneuvers off the coast of California in 2019. It came out of the
water and then went into the air in horizontal flight (trajectory with 90° turn). Reminder: "The
Hill" is the newspaper of the Capitol (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Wilson PINTO, host of the program "Chronique Hebdo" on the youtube channel of the website "Le
Service Public Libre" proposes that the Academy of Ufology contacts him to participate in a
program. Wilson is a special educator by profession and a dissident activist. He has been an active
participant in the Yellow Vests movement. He is also passionate about astronomy and in particular
the question of the search for extraterrestrial life forms and intelligence (Jacky Kozan).
A team of specialists has been recruited to probe the strange Skinwalker Ranch - where the
Pentagon has funded a top secret study of UFOs and extraterrestrial life. The remote location is at
the center of some of America's most baffling mysteries, including horrific cases of cattle
mutilation and sightings of "bulletproof" shape-shifting creatures. Scientific research at the
sprawling ranch, which covers more than 500 acres of northern Utah, has also revealed
unexplained levels of highly dangerous radiation in the soil.
Real estate mogul Brandon Fugal purchased the ranch from paranormal enthusiast Robert
Bigelow and has since given access to a research team led by Dr. Travis Taylor, who has worked
for the U.S. Department of Defense and NASA (Jacky Kozan).
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Press Release from Stephen Bassett's PRG (Paradigm Research Group): Monday, May 3, 2021
marks the eighth anniversary of the close of the Citizens Disclosure Hearing. Stephen Bassett will
be with researcher author speaker and general intellectual Peter Robbins for a two-hour live video
interview on KGRA. The program is called "Meanwhile Here on Earth" and airs from 7:00 to 9:00
pm Eastern. There is much to discuss including what happened 8 years ago at the National Press
Club.

In the Hill.TV video, Jeremy Corbell announces that the Pentagon has confirmed to him that the
recently released videos were indeed taken by the US Navy.
Jeremy Corbell also says that he filmed, in agreement with the Pentagon, a story about the NimitzTictac affair before the New-York Times came out with its December 17, 2017 article.
Then he puts forward the fact that the politicians take into consideration the fact that these
"drovnis" would be of Chinese or Russian origin but that, according to him, it is not the right track
it is necessary to look elsewhere. In conclusion he says: "Who are they? Why now?" (Repas
Ufologique de Toulouse, Jacky Kozan).

The CIPO has elaborated an Open Letter to the President of the Republic. This letter follows the
one sent to President Nicolas Sarkozy by a ufological collective in 2008[1]bis and the meetings of
the aeronautical commission 3AF SIGMA with the General Staff in 2010. These French initiatives
having received a professional and interested reception, our approach corresponds to a real and
repeated question of the general public. We underline the major stakes concerning the UFO
problem and the benefits that can result from a policy of transparency (CIPO, Repas Ufologique de
Toulouse, Jacky Kozan).
Former Nevada Senator Harry Reid believes that the U.S. defense contractor Lockheed Martin
may have had in its possession fragments of a crashed UFO (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Nick Pope on Fox News says U.S. bureaucrats who ignored UFO evidence must be held
accountable (Jacky Kozan).
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For the past few months Peter Robbins has been hosting a new radio show "Meanwhile Here On
Earth" that focuses primarily on the subject of UFOs in the form of biographical interviewconversations with well-known and lesser-known people in the field of ufology and paranormal
research. It is broadcast on KGRA Digital Broadcasting and he follows up the next day with a link
to the show via Youtube and Facebook (Peter Robbins, Jacky Kozan).

After having seen a halo of light, the inhabitants of a city of Santa Cruz de la Sierra, affirm that an
extraterrestrial resembling the "Chupacabra", seeks children and young people (Jacky Kozan).

Ovni-Paris (Patrice Galacteros) announces a video conference: "The crash of Cape Girardeau"
with Jean Librero and the participation of Paul Blake Smith.
The Pentagon's Inspector General is reviewing the military's response to the spate of UFO sightings
in recent years. These UFOs, which have violated military airspace, have involved highperformance aircraft.
The investigation comes as Congress awaits a public report on the matter, due June 25, from the
Pentagon.
Advocates of the operation complain that some National Security departments and agencies are not
cooperating fully by refusing to share their data. (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

This Thursday, May 6th, marks exactly 11 years since the creation of Café Ufológico RIO54.
On Thursday, May 6, 2010, 11 years ago, four people in the now legendary Café De La Subasta in
the neighborhood of Caballito, began the emergence of Café Ufológico RIO54 and other
ufological cafés in Argentina and around the world. (Ruben Morales, Mario Lupo, Jacky Kozan).

Stephen Bassett of the PRG reminded us of the April 29, 2013 Citizens' Hearing on Disclosure.
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Stephen Bassett of PRG announces that he is George Noory's guest on Coast to Coast AM on May
19.
Academy of Ufology facebook posts are now being made by Sandrine Fernandez (Jacky Kozan).
The millionaire owner of Pentagon UFO hotspot Skinwalker Ranch told how a cow fell to her
death as a "50-foot silver disc" appeared in the sky above her head (Jacky Kozan).

The Pentagon's inspector general is reviewing the military's response to the spate of UFO sightings
in recent years. These UFOs, which have violated military airspace, have involved highperformance aircraft. The investigation comes as Congress awaits a public report on the matter, due
June 25, from the Pentagon. Advocates of the operation complain that some National Security
departments and agencies are not cooperating fully by refusing to share their data (Ruben Uriarte,
Jacky Kozan).

Nick Pope, a former British Ministry of Defense official, said he believes some senior officials in
the country are concerned that studying UFOs will energize attention-seeking demons.
Defense chiefs have blocked investigations into extraterrestrials because they think they are
demons, it is claimed (Jacky Kozan).

An article from the Roswell Daily Record: UFO-generated pandemics that could have happened
(Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Disclosure news, according to Dan Smith on the Open Mind Forum (Jacky Kozan).
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The Pentagon has confirmed that recently released footage appearing to show an unidentified
aerial object filmed as it entered the ocean was obtained by U.S. Navy personnel and is being
reviewed by the Navy's UAP Task Force. The video was obtained by personnel aboard the USS
Omaha, a U.S. Navy Independence-class littoral combat ship, during a 2019 incident off the
California coast (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Nick Pope publishes a carbon copy of a photo of Calvine's UFO in 1990; this photo, which is
classified Top-Secret by the British Ministry of Defense, is circulating on the Internet and the
Pentagon could disclose it soon (Jean Librero, Georges Metz, Jacky Kozan).
On CBS's 60 Minutes, correspondent Bill Whitaker reported on unidentified aerial phenomena, or
UFOs. He interviewed two former Navy pilots, Commander Dave Fravor and Lieutenant
Commander Alex Dietrich, who said they witnessed something "disturbing" and unexplainable
while flying over the Pacific Ocean in November 2004. Fravor is a graduate of the TOPGUN naval
flight program. He was commander of the F/A-18F squadron on the USS Nimitz at the time of the
encounter. Dietrich, a former F/A-18F pilot, had never before spoken publicly about what she saw
that day (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

A former Pentagon official is warning the U.S. of a national security risk from UFOs. Lue Elizondo
says the last thing the Defense Department wants is someone raising the alarm about UFOs in
Congress (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Here's why the UFO revelations are NOT a Pentagon ploy to get more funding. Saagar Enjeti
reacts to the new media interest in UFOs.
(Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Message from Nick Pope on Twitter on May 22, 2021: "The Daily Telegraph takes a stand on
UFOs in a lengthy article in Saturday's paper. The story is presented with an explicit
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picture on the front page. For people who know the British media and want the influential
media to cover this story, let me tell you that this is a very big deal" (Jacky Kozan).

Excellent news from Rubén MORALES: Two teachers regained their right to work after a 10-year
trial (Rubén Morales, Jacky Kozan).

There was no denial: a retired fighter pilot and mother of three who saw Tic-Tac UFOs in 2004
says the U.S. Navy crew kept silent for fear of being labeled "crazy" (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky
Kozan).

A former Brazilian brigade lieutenant says: "UFO technology is far ahead of ours." (Ruben Uriarte,
Jacky Kozan).

USA - First indications of Pentagon report to Congress - Expected release June 25. Unclassified
UFO research findings reveal that the U.S. intelligence community cannot explain aerial objects
(Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Message from Paul Stonehill on the Pentagon Report to Congress. My diligent research on the
Russian UFO, as well as research on the Chinese cases via Russian sources, has shown that this is a
worldwide phenomenon and that similar UFOs and USOs visit and sometimes harass the Chinese
and Soviet armed forces (Paul Stonehill, Jacky Kozan).
Anticipation of new digital uses. The State takes into account the diffusion of false information and
will organize itself to fight against this new media plague (Jean-Pierre Troadec, Jacky Kozan).
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New video of Michel Vanbockestal: Le Poteau Rose

PRG's Stephen Bassett posted comments regarding the recent New York Times article that "leaked"
portions of the Department of Defense's classified and unclassified report to the Senate Intelligence
Committee.

Who is trying to discredit Luis Elizondo, and why? ( Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

China confirms it has its own UFO task force. China's military reportedly uses AI to track increase
in "unidentified air conditions" (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

FLASH message for the Permanent Council: Major decisions need to be made...now.
Ufology is going to hit the press and the public in the coming days. We must prepare ourselves for
a major evolution of civilizations and an upheaval of ufology as we know it. What will be the role
of the Academy of Ufology from... now? (Jean-Claude Venturini, Jacky Kozan).
A former Pentagon official talks about UFO sightings in Canada and the United States.
Christopher Mellon sur CTV Toronto (Jacky Kozan).

UFOs and National Security with Luis Elizondo. There is bipartisan pressure in Congress to find
out once and for all: are we alone? This is not a philosophical question, but a demand for disclosure
of all the information the U.S. government has collected on unidentified aerial phenomena (UAPs),
also known as UFOs.
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What will become of ufology? What will be the role of ufologists?
Official position of the Academy of Ufology: the main objective of the ufologists, which was to put
an end to the embargo on the truth concerning UFOs, has been achieved after more than 70 years
of permanent work and pressure from all sides. The activities carried out until now by the
ufologists will be progressively disseminated in the existing public or private, civil or military
activities. The Academy of Ufology continues its work of information and analysis of reports
concerning still unknown phenomena. Its members are available, on an individual basis, to bring
their competences to whoever might need them (Le Conseil Permanent).
A message from Paul Stonehill: "Will Presidents Putin and Biden discuss UFOs in Geneva on June
16, 2021?" . I'm sure we'll hear other interesting things before 6/25.
What amazes me is that the American media has ignored the Soviet and Russian experience. They
don't interview Russian ufology experts; instead, they interview the same people about a subject
they know nothing about. What's wrong with reporting that Russia has the same unexplained UFOs
visiting its territory? (Paul Stonehill, Jacky Kozan).

A meteor that occurred in Rio Grande do Sul last May 30, could have been generated by an
interstellar meteoroid, that is to say, from outside the solar system. This is the conclusion of
BRAMON, the Brazilian meteor observation network, after analyzing meteor records made by two
cameras in Taquara, Rio Grande do Sul and Tangará, Santa Catarina (Paul Stonehill, Jacky Kozan).

NASA is going to start looking into the mystery of UFOs. After decades of smirking and outright
dismissals, the new head of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Bill Nelson, said
the agency is officially joining the effort to better understand UFOs (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Luis Elizondo, the former head of the Pentagon's Unidentified Flying Object (UFO) Investigations
Program, has publicly confirmed that the U.S. government has in the past actively investigated and is still investigating - whether the most extraordinary unidentified flying objects are not of
terrestrial origin (Ruben Uriarte, Paul Stonehill, Jacky Kozan).
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From NBC News: UFOs are suddenly the talk of Washington. After 75 years of taboo and ridicule,
serious people can finally discuss these mysterious flying objects, and even skeptics say that's a
good thing (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

The Guardian publishes: Something's up - UFOs threaten national security, say US politicians.
Some members of Congress have received advance information on the Pentagon report, which is
expected to be released by June 25 (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

On 4/6 Ovni-Paris organizes at 8 pm a Zoom conference on the theme UFOs & Nuclear with
Didier Gomez.
End Event: Spaceweather.com reports that something big may be about to happen on the sun. It's
called the "end event" and it could kick Solar Cycle 25 into high gear. A handful of solar physicists
are going against conventional wisdom to promote this idea, and we'll soon know if they're right.
Former U.S. government chief in charge of UFO investigations: The United States considers the
extraterrestrial hypothesis - Reaction of Paul Stonehill:
I recently discovered that the Vietnamese media published a review of Russia's USO
Secrets, the book I co-authored with Philip Mantle. This is important in the sense that
other countries on this planet need to be involved in the research of UFO and USO
phenomena. Perhaps we will get information from the rapidly developing nation of
Vietnam. Perhaps we will learn more about the rumors that UFOs attacked a Soviet
military unit in Vietnam during the war of the 1960s.
(Paul Stonehill, Andrés Salvador, Jacky Kozan).

In case you missed it, some big news has surfaced. The U.S. Navy has confirmed that leaked
videos actually show what they call UAPs or unidentified aerial phenomena. The Pentagon has
admitted to studying them and recently NASA announced its own investigation. So it seems that
the government is concerned about the threat these phenomena may pose to national security
(Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).
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Message from Paul Stonehill - INDIA and Ufology
I sent my work to Hitesh a few years ago. Russia and India have a deep esoteric connection. Ivan
Yefremov knew a lot about India. I followed Yefremov's research and ideas for many years.
Of course, Phil Mantle and I have been exploring for decades the connections between ancient
India (and the civilization there millennia before) and the humanoids of Lake Baikal. Russia USO
Secrets is the result of our research. India should occupy an important place in world research on
UFOs. (Paul Stonehill, Jacky Kozan).

A former head of the government in charge of UFO investigations. The United States is
considering the extraterrestrial hypothesis. Luis Elizondo, the former head of the Pentagon's
Unidentified Flying Object (UFO) Investigations Program, has publicly confirmed that the U.S.
government has in the past actively considered, and currently continues to consider, whether the
most extraordinary unidentified flying objects are not of terrestrial origin (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky
Kozan).
Harvard physicist says there may be a link between 'Oumuamua and UFOs (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky
Kozan).

The Guardian publishes: Scientists identify 29 planets from which aliens could observe Earth
(Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Republican Congressman Tim Burchett says UFOs are probably from deep space... It's not the
Russians!!! (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

The Pentagon's UFO report is coming any minute. What you need to know.
The U.S. intelligence community's long-awaited report is not expected to say it's about aliens, but it
also won't say it's definitely not about aliens (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).
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A massive jellyfish-shaped "star" that lit up the skies over the northern Soviet Union on September
20, 1977, caused an international stir at the time, made all the more intriguing by the fact that the
official Russian news agency Tass gave eyewitnesses unusually extensive coverage. Although
some of the world's most powerful countries apparently recognized that extraterrestrials might exist
and merited government-backed scientific scrutiny, none of them produced public reports that
seemed to take the subject seriously. For the first time, this is about to change (Ruben Uriarte,
Jacky Kozan).

The Debrief's - Aircraft of Unknown Origin - Lieutenant Ryan Graves, US Navy F/A-18 pilot
"The U.S. has a lot of systems to collect data. Like satellite data and things from
various sensor networks. I highly doubt that the person in the Navy who is currently
working on this project has the authority and access to go out and collect data from
multiple departments. So we need someone responsible for this at a high level
position with the authority to go from one agency to another to get the necessary
data. I also think that anything that is done needs to be civilian supervised." (Ruben
Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Receipt of the Pentagon report (Ruben Uriarte, Paul Stonehill, Philip Mantle, Jacky
Kozan).

FOX NEWS - Tucker Carlson and the preliminary evaluation (Jacky Kozan).

Jeremy CORBELL - Documentary filmmaker speaks out on new UFO report (Ruben Uriarte,
Jacky Kozan).
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Preliminary Assessment on UAPs - Office of the Director of National Intelligence HISTORICAL document (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Statement by Pentagon spokesman John Kirby on Unidentified Aerial Phenomena Assessment:
Today the Director of National Intelligence provided Congress with a preliminary
assessment on unidentified aerial phenomena (U.A.P.) and the progress made by the
Intelligence Community and the Department of Defense U.A.P. Task Force in
understanding this threat.
The U.A.P. analysis is a collaborative effort involving many departments and
agencies, and the Department thanks the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence for leading a collaborative effort to produce this assessment and the other
departments and agencies that contributed.
(Robert Roussel, Andrés Salvador, Jacky Kozan).

In the USA, the General Secretary of Defense (equivalent to the Minister of Defense) has published
a MEMORANDUM FOR THE HIGH LEADERS OF THE PENTAGON (Jacky Kozan).

Stephen Bassett of the PRG announces that The Preliminary Assessment: Unidentified Aerial
Phenomena published on the Office of the Director of National Intelligence website on June 25,
2021, is NOT the P.A.N. report. The New York Times reported on June 03, 2021, that it had
received a leaked copy of the pending P.A.N. report, which was due to be delivered to the Senate
Intelligence Committee by June 25, 2021.

Blake Smith - Crash in Missouri 1941 Jean Librero indicates us the articles on the Internet sites
(Jean Librero, Jacky Kozan).
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François Bourbeau proposes to the Academy of Ufology a collaboration with the Ovni-Alerte /
Airpan network (François Bourbeau, Jacky Kozan).

New video of Michel Vanbockestal in which he expresses the need to take a break, but where he
also evokes the French Academy of Ufology.

UFO skeptic Eric Weinstein reverses his decision. As reality sets in, the cultural commentator and
mathematician apologizes to the UFO community. Could his friend Sam Harris be behind it? While
we wait to find out who did or did not call Sam Harris about UFOs to prepare the public for
disclosure, one of the cultural commentator's colleagues and friends, Eric Weinstein, who is part of
the so-called "Dark Web," seems to have had a Damascus-like conversion. On Twitter this
weekend, the mathematician, podcaster and managing director of Thiel Capital, essentially wrote
what amounts to an apology to the UFO community for his skepticism on the subject and his
treatment of them (Paul Stonehill, Jacky Kozan).

CIPO France announces the sending of the Open Letter to the President of the Republic. (CIPO
France, Repas ufologiques de Toulouse).

How the Pentagon can improve the way it studies UFOs. A NY Mag reporter speaks out:
These questions can be answered without politics if the funding is provided by the
private sector. No one can put blinders on us and say, "You're not allowed to look at
the sky. So why rely on politicians?
But if Washington really wants to set it up, we could have a federally supported center
that looks at (UFOs), made up of scientists and not just bureaucrats. I'm just a little bit
pessimistic because everything is very slow down there. But if they do it, I'd be happy
to participate - let's put it that way ((Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).
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In Courrier International: A wave of media attention is sweeping through the editorial offices
following the publication of the public part of the Pentagon's progress report on UFOs, after the
order from the American Senate. The French report of Cométa, published in 1999, on UFOs and
Defense had not received such press coverage, although it came from the workings of the Institut
des Hautes Études de Défense Nationale (Jean-Pierre Troadec, Jacky Kozan).

UFO fights with military jets over France.
Pilots have been involved in aerial combat with aliens over France according to a bombshell report.
And some of the UFOs even managed to disable the weapons and autopilot systems of military
jets. 600 sightings were investigated and in nearly half of the cases the proximity of the
unidentified craft affected the safety of the flight. In 81 of them, the pilots reported electromagnetic
effects on one or more aircraft systems.
The 25-page report by Dominique F. Weinstein concludes, "This analysis confirms the potential
impact on aviation safety. "Only a systematic collection of detailed pilot and crew testimonies will
improve scientific research on these phenomena and contribute to aviation safety." (Ruben Uriarte,
Andrés Salvador, Jacky Kozan).

Janny Charrueau Director of MUFON France announces the issue 4 of the MUFON France
magazine. A special summer issue for subscribers including a special Japan section and an
extraordinary meeting with an exceptional witness Julien Chameroy (Janny Charrueau, CIPO,
Christian Comtesse, Jacky Kozan).

Washington Post article in Courrier International. The subject of UFOs no longer belongs to
Hollywood or to barroom jokes since U.S. Army pilots spotted and filmed mysterious "flying tictacs," says the major American daily, the Washington Post (Jacky Kozan).
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NASA is Quietly Funding a Hunt for Alien Megastructures. Detecting 'technosignatures' such as
hypothetical Dyson spheres in space could lead us to extraterrestrial life, and now NASA is
funding the search (Paul Stonehill, Jacky Kozan).

China’s space program: mission to find aliens on asteroids (Paul Stonehill, Jacky Kozan).

CERO FRANCE announces the book "Rencontres Extraterrestres" (message transmis par
Sandrine Fernandez).

2nd Ufological Symposium Haute Vallée de l'Aude in Rennes-les-Bains. Robert Roussel presents
the Expected Disclosures.

Creation of a government agency against information manipulation. Will UFOs be included in this
framework in the case of sightings related to confusions? A clever way perhaps to reduce the cases
that would be publicized as misunderstandings (Jean-Pierre Troadec, Robert Roussel, Jacky
Kozan).

New excellent video of Michel Vanbockestal (Sylvie Joubert, Jacky Kozan).
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Message from Peter Robbins: The Travis Walton controversy.
Walton has profited enormously from his story whether it is true or not. And in the UFO
community when someone succeeds like Nick Pope the attack dogs show up foaming at the mouth
out of envy mostly and grief at not being as well noted.
Perhaps Travis Walton was indeed swept up in something or created a "fairy tale" that has become
almost mythical. (Peter Robbins, Andrés Salvador, Jacky Kozan).

"Ciel & Espace" publishes this month of July, dated July/September 2021, a special issue: FAKE
NEWS IN THE SKY. Ufology and its related subjects are widely discussed: the Roswell autopsy,
the Martian threat, the bat men, the Oumuamua alien ship, the mythology of flying saucers, all with
excellent papers on the mechanism of creation of disinformation. (Jean-Pierre Troadec).
The magazine "ça m'intéresse" n° L 1581 publishes a special edition "complots et sociétés
secrètes 4 000 ans de conspiration (Jean-Pierre Troadec, Robert Roussel, Jacky Kozan).
Great atmosphere of friendship and impressive stories at the Café Ufológico Rio54 in July.
RIO54 is the first ufological café in the Republic of Argentina. It inspires and supports the
creation of ufological cafes in other cities of the country. We meet in Buenos Aires on the first
Thursday of each month at 6:30 pm to talk about UFOs and related topics. We all have freedom of
expression, there is no entrance fee and everyone pays what they consume. The meetings are public
and open. (Coordonnées par Mario Lupo et Rubén Morales).

Top Secret UFO Projects Declassified - "Secret Soviet UFO Research" (S01E05) airs in August
2021 on Netflix. Paul Stonehill was interviewed for this episode:
I am pleased to have been able to bring attention to the UFO and USO phenomenon
in my homeland once again and to demonstrate to the world that the United States is
not alone in receiving attention from uninvited guests, whoever or whatever they may
be. After all China and Russia saw UFOs and USOs thousands of years and
centuries before the Mayflower set sail... Let's keep things in perspective. Maybe
even our media will learn a thing or two. I hope you enjoy it (Paul Stonehill, Jacky
Kozan).
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UFO Insight Weekly Update. Luli Oswald's encounter with a UFO and another witness known as
FG on the Brazilian coast in the late 1970s is arguably one of the most fascinating and detailed ever
recorded. In particular, it contains details that lead us to several speculative possibilities about the
reality of the UFO and extraterrestrial issue. Strange lights and rat-faced aliens (Ruben Uriarte).

Stephen Bassett of PRG announces that the International UFO Conference will be presented online,
September 8-12, 2021, due to Covid-19 concerns. I look forward to re-presenting this important
and long-standing conference. The Disclosure process has been slowed by world events. It will not
be stopped.
Spetsnaz, legendary unit of the Soviet Navy's special forces, aliens and Ufos from the Caspian Sea.
... Throughout the existence of the special forces unit in the Caspian Sea, in addition to performing
the main task of training groups of special agents, we did a lot of work to keep our reconnaissance
groups in a constant state of combat ... The commander drew my attention to a bright spot
approaching us from the depths of the universe, and everyone on deck felt a kind of depressed state
as it approached... (Paul Stonehill).

Announcing the MUFON Symposium August 27-29 in Las Vegas (Jacky Kozan).
Computer graphics on the cases studied at GEIPAN. The newspaper Ouest-France publishes a
classic survey on UFOs. It is necessary to retain this original infographic, drawn from the archives
of GEIPAN (Jean-Pierre Troadec, Jacky Kozan).
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The world's largest association of aerospace and aviation engineers joins the call for a scientific
investigation of UFOs. Since the Department of Defense released the preliminary findings of the
Unidentified Aerial Phenomena Task Force in June of this year, science-based groups such as the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and Harvard University's Galileo Project,
have joined the effort to explain encounters with unidentified aerial objects, which are increasingly
being reported by military and civilian pilots (Ruben Uriarte).

UFO Insight Weekly Update. The Tarija Case: A UFO crash in Bolivia witnessed by hundreds of
people! Described by some as "the most credible UFO crash incident in South America," the
apparent case of an extraterrestrial vehicle shot down in May 1978 is indeed one of the most
intriguing and action-packed events ever recorded. Moreover, hundreds of people witnessed this
event on both sides of the Bolivian-Argentinean border. It is therefore surprising that, even in the
UFO community, this event is not known to the general public. (Ruben Uriarte).

Soviet and Russian Military Encounters with UFOs - Here are two more credible and highly
professional military witnesses from the former Soviet Union.
These are not just petty bureaucratic officials claiming inside knowledge years later, but actual
combat-tested veterans. Once again, they are more outspoken than their Western counterparts when
it comes to UFOs. And extremely brave (Paul Stonehill).

Russian submarines and unidentified submersible objects (US0s), a publication of Paul Stonehill &
Philip Mantle.

The Russian general who knew about UFOs, and ufology's Alpha magazine. "We are controlled by
aliens".
Among other things... he was responsible for the launch and landing of manned spacecraft,
including the Buran. He was involved in the study of the UFO phenomenon... On December 24,
1986, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR awarded ... the title of Hero of the Soviet
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Union with the decoration of the Order of Lenin and the medal of the Gold Star for his personal
contribution to the successful liquidation of the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant, the
elimination of its consequences and the courage and heroism that he showed at the same time (Paul
Stonehill).

THE MOST IMPORTANT MESSAGE INTHE HISTORY OF UFOLOGY.
An excellent news that Ruben Uriarte made known to us:
Ufologists are now recognized specialists by NASA, ESA, IAAA and others. Lieutenant Ryan
Graves, F18 pilot on the Nimitz in 2004, was the best advocate for ufologists during a historic
meeting of top specialists in the world of aeronautics. The world's largest association of aerospace
and aviation engineers joins the call for a scientific investigation of UFOs (Ruben Uriarte, Andrés
Salvador, Jean-Claude Baldellon, Repas Ufologique de Toulouse, Jacky Kozan).

New video, including USOs and reptilians (Michel Vanbockestal).

Could Catholicism handle the discovery of extraterrestrial life?
The director of the Vatican's Astronomical Observatory, José Gabriel Funes, said that the Catholic
faith would not change if scientists were to announce the existence of extraterrestrial life. This
priest and astronomer believes that Yahweh, the Judeo-Christian god, could have created
extraterrestrial life forms on exoplanets. This would imply that God could be interacting with them
right now (Ruben Uriarte).

Return of Ovni-Paris on Tuesday September 7 with Janny Charrueau who presents the MufonFrance. Janny presents her organization from its Quebec origin until now. Its mission, its methods,
its hopes etc. (Patrice Galacteros, Repas Ufologique de Toulouse).
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Dr. Steven Greer announces a groundbreaking documentary series. Discover the evidence that
aliens have been with us since the very beginning, as well as interviews with prominent figures in
society who open the door to disclosure (Jacky Kozan).

The Internet site of the Academy of Ufology (ufolog.eu) must evolve according to the habits of the
international public which consults it and according to the arrival of new tools which seem to bring
more flexibility and more possibilities of publications.
Jacky Kozan is therefore working on a new architecture and a new presentation of the site (Jean
Claude Venturini, Sandrine Fernandez, Jacky Kozan).

NASA images of Mars in 4K resolution (Gérard Nouzille, Jean Claude Venturini, Jacky Kozan).

Death on Mars – A book by John E. Brandenburg - New evidence of a nuclear catastrophe on
Mars! In an epic story of discovery solid evidence is presented for a dead civilization on Mars and
the shocking reason for its demise: an ancient, planet-wide nuclear massacre leaving isotopic traces
of vast explosions that endure to our time. The story told by a wide range of Mars data is now clear.
Mars once had an Earth-like climate with an ocean and rivers, and for a long time supported plant
and animal life including a humanoid civilization. Then for unfathomable reasons a massive
thermonuclear explosion devastated the centers of Martian civilization and destroyed the planet's
biosphere (Ruben Uriarte, Paul Stonehill, Andrés Salvador, Jacky Kozan).

U.S. protocol for answering questions about UFOs. The U.S. Department of Defense leaves no
stone unturned when it comes to answering questions about UFOs. The DoD does have a response
protocol for its officials (Jacky Kozan).
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Office of the Secretary of Defense Fact Sheet Released - UAP Report to Congress May 17, 2021
(Jacky Kozan).

Paul Stonehill announces his discussion with Erich von Däniken.

Strange Ufos in northern Russia (September 2021)
A strange object flew over Lake Onega around 11 pm on September 9. Many citizens witnessed an
unusual phenomenon. A glowing object appeared over the lake (Paul Stonehill).

Translation (in English and in video) of the epilogue of the book of the former head of the Israeli
space security Haim Eshed (Ruben Uriarte).

Congress calls for the creation of a permanent office to deal with "Unidentified Aerial
Phenomena." This is the first time since 1969 that the U.S. government will have an official office
to investigate UFOs (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Muhammad Ali offers UFOs to Johnny Carson.
On September 7, 1973, Muhammad Ali appeared on the Tonight Show with Johnny Carson on
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NBC. He was expected to promote his rematch against newly crowned heavyweight champion Ken
Norton, who had beaten him by split decision on March 31 in San Diego. Instead, Ali maneuvers to
introduce the subject of UFOs and his disappointment that so few people are discussing them given
what he had personally witnessed and what he knew others had reported (Ruben Uriarte).

When ODNI released its preliminary UFO/UAP assessment on June 25, it committed to updating
Congress in 90 days. Nick Pope asked ODNI if that was still the case and if the update would be
made public (Nick Pope on Twitter).

It appears that the US government is at it again. We will probably get another report that tells us
less than we already know. Can we not mess this up? A thorough, credible, and transparent
assessment of the UFO phenomenon will force us to attempt the unthinkable - and escape our own
history (Paul Stonehill).

Jacky Kozan publishes his paper "Dynamique des valeurs des masses des barycentres". Note the
work done by researchers since the beginning of the last century and note also what researchers
who have recently worked for Lockeed Aircraft Boeing and British Aerospace are publishing.
Compare with what the puppets from NASA, MIT and DARPA are announcing (Roland Gonsales,
Jacky Kozan).

A Politico article: "A total lack of focus". Lawmaker on mission to force Pentagon to take UFOs
seriously
In recent years, a growing number of reports from U.S. Navy pilots and other military personnel of
highly sophisticated craft of unknown origin violating protected airspace, some of them performing
maneuvers that appear to defy known aerodynamics (Ruben Uriarte, Andrés Salvador, Jacky
Kozan).
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Ovni Paris Tuesday October 5 a web-conference of Daniel Robin who is going to speak to us about
"Ovni Investigation" the group of investigator of the region of Lyon which he directs. In July 2019
he had made a very appreciated presentation on the result of his studies on triangular UFOs.
Daniel Robin is also the author of a dozen books, several of which deal with ufology (Patrice
Galacteros, Jacky Kozan).
Exchange of information on the theme of the international agitation in ufology under the impulse
of China - International Coalition for Extraterrestrial Research (interne Académie d’Ufologie).
Information exchange on the topic of gravity control research (interne Académie d’Ufologie).
Information exchange on the theme of time travel without regrets - No more grandfather paradox
(interne Académie d’Ufologie).
Einstein's secret trip to see Roswell UFO revealed in recorded confession.
In a confession recorded in 1993 and never before made public Albert Einstein's assistant made the
stunning admission that she and the professor were flown to Roswell under government direction
and examined the debris and bodies resulting from the crash of an extraterrestrial vehicle (Ruben
Uriarte, Andrés Salvador, Jacky Kozan).

UFO expert (Nick Pope) says more needs to be done to uncover the truth about near misses in the
skies, after an investigation revealed dozens of cases of collisions between planes and mysterious
objects. (Nick Pope dans "The Guardian")

The U.S. House Intelligence Committee has approved the Intelligence Authorization Act of 2022,
which includes guidance on government and NAPs. In a press release issued by committee
chairman Adam Schiff, he writes that "the bill carries a bicameral provision mandating intelligence
sharing with the Department of Defense's UAP Task Force (UAPTF)." (Ruben Uriarte).
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Russia has leaked a top secret military unit... why?
To say that there are many state secrets in this military unit is to say nothing. The people in charge
of the secrecy of the installation, the people in charge of the secrecy of the installation, sekretchiki
in Russian slang, controlled every word… (Paul Stonehill).

OANI and US submarine in the China Sea. An American nuclear submarine was hit by something
unknown (USO) in the China Sea. China demands to know more, the Americans keep silent (seen
at the French TV by Jacky Kozan).

Stephen Bassett of the PRG has posted a notice on the National Press Club website announcing that
Captain Robert Salas will again bring together military witnesses to brief the media on the
deactivation of nuclear weapons in the presence of UFOs. This press conference will be a
continuation of the one held on September 27, 2010, produced by Robert Hastings author of
"UFOs and Nukes : Extraordinary Encounters at Nuclear Weapons Sites" et le capitaine Salas
(Jacky Kozan).

Secret UFO Program of the US Government. Skinwalkers at the Pentagon unmasks the extent of
the Pentagon's historic UFO study, conducted by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) in
Washington, D.C. The Advanced Aerospace Weapon System Applications Program (AAWSAP)
investigated the "Tic Tac" and other "sheet and bolt" UFO events, analyzed UFO intrusions into
U.S. military bases, and studied the plethora of strange phenomena that government investigators
encountered at Skinwalker Ranch (Jacky Kozan).

UFO over the Gulf of Finland October 2021.
An unidentified object has been seen over the Gulf of Finland. Some claim that it was also noticed
in the Krasnoy and St. Petersburg region (Paul Stonehill, Jacky Kozan).
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Strangeness in the Ural Mountains in Russia These lands hold many secrets... paranormal
phenomena have been reported in the Ural Mountains... really, paranormal, borderline, and strange,
unexplainable cases... (Paul Stonehill, Jacky Kozan).

New video by Michel Vanbockestal. It contains a brief allusion to ufology and presents a rather
sharp analysis of the success of William Friedkin's film The Exorcist (1973) and its subliminal
images. There is an abundance of puns, winks and comparisons with the health crisis and... even
the presidential elections (France-USA). Everything happens in a finesse and a multiplicity of
meanings that I will let appreciate to whoever wants…

"The Sun" releases Map of Secret U.S. Nuclear Missile Bases Targeted by UFOs - A new map
reveals the existence of secret U.S. nuclear missile bases "targeted by UFOs," as the Pentagon is
ordered to "tell the truth" (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Ovni Paris announces Tuesday November 2 at 8 pm a web-conference by Nicolas Dumond:
"Abductions the clinical approach". Nicolas Dumont is a clinical psychologist and transpersonal
psychotherapist, former member of INREES and co-founder with Myriam Belmyr of CEROFRANCE, an organization that helps abductees.

Robert Roussel quoted in an article written by RT-France ! (Robert Roussel, Jacky Kozan).

Extraterrestrials, NASA and ROSKOSMOS.
...This life does not necessarily have to take the form of humanoids, it can be cells, viruses, plants,
or living intelligent beings... (Paul Stonehill).
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The Foo Fighters - Today's pilot encounters with NAPs are nothing new. World War II pilots were
among the first to have unusual aerial encounters (Jacky Kozan).

Australian Defense will not follow the Pentagon in launching an investigation into UFO sightings.
The head of the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) says Australia does not intend to follow the
Pentagon in formally investigating UFOs, insisting that its pilots have not reported any recent
sightings of unexplained objects in the sky (Andrés Salvador, Jacky Kozan).

Stephen Bassett of the PRG (Paradigm Research Group) held a virtual conference with Travis
Walton on November 6.

Has the CIA studied psychic powers? The answer is yes, but the real question is whether
any part of the U.S. government still uses psychics (in the government they are called
viewers) for intelligence work directly or via third parties. The UK has also studied this
question! (Nick Pope - Paul Stonehill, Jacky Kozan).

Stephen Bassett of the PRG: here are some things to think about
- the human race is mapping the universe and we are quite "ready".
- if we lived near the edge of the universe our map would be shorter in one direction than in another.
in another direction. But this is not the case. We have no idea where the center is.
- What we see has more than 7x1022 (70,000,000,000,000,000,000 or 70,000 billion
billion) stars.
- the most absurd thought you can have in your head is "we are alone".
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Peter Robbins issues a press release on the October 19 press conference on UFOs and nuclear
weapons.

Nick Pope joins the Galileo Project. He joined Luis Elizondo and Christopher Mellon. Note that
Robert Powell, a member of the Academy of Ufology, was already on the team of Project Galileo
affiliated researchers.

Nick Pope onTwitter : US Senate calls on military to prioritize and resource UFOs The U.S. Senate
may soon consider a bold proposal by Senator Kirsten Gillibrand to require the U.S. military and
intelligence agencies to increase priority, coordination, and resources devoted to UAP - and to
share some of what they learn with the public each year (Andrés Salvador, Jacky Kozan).

And one day we met again!
On Thursday, November 4, 2021, the RIO54 Ufological Café met face to face after almost two
years of absence due to the pandemic. Coordinated by Mario Lupo and Rubén Morales.

UFOs flying over warships and reported by U.S. pilots could be of extraterrestrial origin, the top
U.S. spy official said in a stunning admission. Avril Haines, Director of National Intelligence
(DNI), who oversees the 16 U.S. spy agencies, including the FBI and CIA, was speaking at the Our
Future in Space event at the Washington National Cathedral (Tony Tambini, Andrés Salvador, Jacky
Kozan).

An internal memo from the Academy of Ufology by Jacky Kozan: What course for the members of
the Academy of Ufology?
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Congress takes renewed interest in UFO sightings and wants to create a new office to investigate
incidents (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Over the past two years, The Black Vault searched for an internal Navy document that referenced
some sort of briefing on unidentified aerial phenomena (UAP), but there were few details to draw
upon. However, after multiple FOIA requests, and after fighting an initial "no record" false denial
to obtain it, the document was finally released (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Establishing a structure and authorities to deal with unidentified aerial phenomena. Release of the
detailed text of amendment SA 4593 by Democratic Senator Kirsten GILLIBRAND (NY)
proposed to the bill H.R. 4350 (Jacky Kozan).

In a video Joy Malbon of CTV News talks with former Pentagon official Chris Mellon about
unidentified flying object sightings, including some in Canada (Andrés Salvador, Jacky Kozan).

ICEU - Indian Centre of Excellence for Ufos. Permanent Council FLASH Meeting- In light of the
unprecedented developments in recent years, the Indian Astrobiology Research Foundation (IARF)
has announced the creation of a Center of Excellence for UFOs (ICEU). Should the Academy of
Ufology send a letter of intent to the ICEU to cooperate as equals with the goal of exchanging our
"excellent" information? A letter of intent was sent on 11/24/2021 (Ruben Uriarte, Sandrine
Fernandez, Jean Claude Venturini, Jacky Kozan).
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Le Ministère de la Défense US annonce la création du Groupe de Synchronisation de
l'Identification et de la Gestion des Objets Aéroportés (AOIMSG)

Paul Stonehill reports on a Russian reaction to the Pentagon's new UFO research group
investigating unexplained aerial sightings, as we learned on Wednesday, November 24, 2021 (Paul
Stonehill, Andrés Salvador, Jacky Kozan).

USA - Confirmation of the remark concerning the AOIMSG program. This announcement seems to
come from the Pentagon's "anti-disclosure" (military Deep-State). They are getting ahead of the
"UFO office" law by trying to minimize UFOs as "airborne objects" that are not well detected.
(Jacky Kozan).

Regarding the publication of the creation of the AOIMSG, Nick Pope has just published: "The
Empire Strikes Back" (Nick Pope - Pascal COMBOT, Jacky Kozan).

The best interpretation of the creation of the AOIMSG program - Amazing ufological
misinformation. - About the creation of the AOIMSG program the website "news-24" publishes:

The Pentagon announces the launch of a new UFO task force to "capture
and exploit" a mysterious aircraft.
Originally it is an article of the "Sun" which was relayed in French by news-24, but obviously
"they did not understand everything". Or else ...

What is the real smell of space? More revelations from cosmonauts... extraterrestrial encounters...
lost civilizations... brain mutations... (Paul Stonehill).
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Jacques Vallée gave an interview to CIPO in Paris on December 10.

Congressional plan to investigate UFO "threat" to U.S. thwarted by new Pentagon task force
(Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

US Congressional Update – In a major blow to UFO denialism, Senate and House NDAA
(National Defense Authorization Act) negotiators have retained most of the major elements of the
Gillibrand-Rubio UAPs Amendment. The NDAA now moves to the final legislative stages (Dean
Johnson on Twitter via Nick Pope, Jacky Kozan).

Congress Tells Pentagon and Intelligence Agencies: UFOs Are Serious Business! Congress appears
to be on the verge of enacting legislation that directs the military and intelligence agencies to get a
handle on "unidentified aerial phenomena" and authorizes the necessary resources (Douglas Dean
Johnson, Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Ovni Paris, Tuesday December 14 at 8 pm Conference of Joslan Keller: "Les abductés de
l'A70". It is a very famous case in Scotland where it took place, it is the first time that Ovni Paris
speaks about Scotland.
Joslan F. Keller is a French author born in Colmar in the middle of the 60's. "Historian of the
strange", he is the author of three books on unsolved cases, Strange Affairs and Unexplained Files,
as well as three science fiction novels (Patrice Galacteros)

Invitation from Adolfo Gandin Ocampo, member of the Academy of Ufology in Argentina.
We have received an invitation to the conference he is organizing in February 2022, where he will
present a national bill (Argentina) and a declaration to the UN. The subject is the problem of the
mutilation of livestock and the economic loss of producers and the help that should be given in
such cases (Adolfo Gandin Ocampo).
Answer: When the association "Academy of Ufology" was created, we wrote in the founding
statutes: "The association will have neither expenses nor income". We work only with the free tools
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we have, mainly e-mail and our web site. But we cannot move or buy anything, even a book or a
subscription to a magazine. It is still too early to give a commercial aspect to our association and
we have to wait a few more months before going on the "money hunt" (Jacky Kozan).
A PRG communication from December 10, 2021:
Stephen Bassett, Executive Director of the PRG, has been a leading activist on the policy
implications of NAPs for twenty-five years. His work has been cited in more than 500 articles,
including in major U.S. and British newspapers. He has given more than 1,000 interviews,
including to CNN, MSNBC, and Fox News, as well as hundreds of speaking engagements around
the world. Bassett, whose office is in the National Press Building, is available to provide
perspective and commentary to your coverage of what will be the most important event in history.
Another PRG communication from December 13, 2021:
An extraordinary press release was issued by Senator Marco Rubio's office regarding the NAP
section of the National Defense Authorization Act of 2022.
Paradigm Research Group has been closely following the cascade of developments triggered by
the launch of "To the Stars Academy of Arts and Science (TTSA)" on October 11, 2017 and the
NAP-related stories published on the front page of the New York Times on December 16, 2017. The
PRG has also closely followed the actions and statements of two former members of TTSA - Luis
Elizondo and Christopher Mellon (Stephen Bassett).
Another PRG communication from December 23, 2021:
Washington, DC – A significant shift in approach by U.S. newspapers has occurred in the coverage
of unidentified aerial phenomena (UFOs – UAPs, officially) (Stephen Bassett).
MUFON (USA) encouraged by the creation of a new UFO investigation group within the
Department of Defense. The November 23, 2021 announcement of the creation of a new UFO
Investigative Group within the US Department of Defense to replace the short-lived Unidentified
Aerial Phenomena Working Group was a positive development, according to the Mutual UFO
Network, which stated that it "hopes that the creation of the Aerial Object Identification and
Management Synchronization Group (AOIMSG) may provide answers to the question of what
these elusive UFOs and UAPs are." (Jacky Kozan).

Message from Stephen Bassett of the PRG: UFO/UAP Disclosure - Latest Developments.
The content corresponds to the text below, which was released a few days ago.
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It's official !
The U.S. Senate agreed yesterday, December 15, to incorporate the Gillibrand-Rubio UFO
amendment into the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) bill, H.R. 4350. The vote was
88 to 11.
The bill had passed the House of Representatives on December 7 by a roll call vote of 363 to 70.
H.R. 4350 with its amendment SA 4281 is expected to become law within 10 days (Ruben Uriarte,
Jacky Kozan).

The X-Files are coming out of the basement !
The $770 billion defense bill includes an agency to investigate UFOs. A provision
buried deep in the $770 billion annual defense bill passed Wednesday by the U.S.
Senate calls for the creation of a new agency to investigate reports of UFO sightings
(Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

Alien abductees may suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder. To feel is to believe. Whether or
not it's possible doesn't matter to those who truly believe they've been abducted by aliens, because
their post-traumatic stress disorder is very real, according to a new study (Ruben Uriarte, Jacky
Kozan).

Peter Robbins announces that on "Meanwhile, Here On Earth," he will have an in-depth
biographical conversation with Ralph Blumenthal, Distinguished Lecturer at Baruch College of
the City University of New York and Professor of Journalism at Phillips Exeter Academy.
Blumenthal was an award-winning reporter for The New York Times from 1964 to 2009 and has
written seven books on organized crime and cultural history (Peter Robbins, Jacky Kozan).
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REVELATION (from December 19, 2021)
A U.S. warship fired on a swarm of "ticking" drones that terrorized U.S. Navy destroyers off the
coast of California for weeks in 2019 and "specialist teams" were deployed to deal with them.
New documents reveal that the U.S. Navy faced drone attacks off the coast of California for weeks
in July 2019, when it was thought to have lasted only a few days.
Note of JK: In the text above, the word "drone" is used to refer to "Tic-tacs". Taking into account the
performances of these objects it is well about UFO not belonging to our civilization. DRONE = UFO

(Ruben

Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).

PRG's Stephen Bassett on "UFO Embargo" publications. A significant change in approach by
American newspapers has occurred in the coverage of unidentified aerial phenomena (UAPs
officially, UFOs).
An editorial is an opinion piece published in the editorial section of a newspaper, reflecting the
views of the author, who may be a staff member or contributor. More importantly, a consensus
editorial reflects the opinion of the newspaper's editorial board.

February 17, 1956 a UFO sowed the panic above the airport of Orly. It was around 11:55 p.m. on
February 17, 1956, when a Douglas DC-3 aircraft of the Air France company loaded with cargo
took off from Orly airport. It was a cold, cloudless day. The controllers of the Orly tower (Val-deMarne) spotted on their radar the echo of an object twice the size of the largest planes of the time.
An unidentified flying object that will remain as the ghost of Orly (Jacky Kozan).

Aliens in the bedroom – UFO sightings are on the rise in Northern Ireland. Police received eight
unexplained sightings in 2021,
including white lights and "strange images" on CCTV cameras (Jacky Kozan via Nick Pope on
Twitter).
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That's it, it's done! After more than 70 years of struggle against the
embargo on the UFO truth, in 2022 the American government will
officially work on aerospace phenomena.
The project was adopted on December 7 by the House of
Representatives by a roll call vote of 363 votes against 70.
The Senate had adopted it on December 15 by a vote of 88 to 11.
Yesterday, December 27, the President of the United States, Joe Biden,
validated the text which thus became a law.
70 years of efforts have come to fruition.
A big "THANK YOU" to all those who have fought against the embargo
on the UFO truth for 70 years! (Jacky Kozan).

Aliens may have already visited Earth. According to an explosive report released in November
under the Freedom of Information Act, NASA has indicated that it is open to the idea that
extraterrestrial life exists (Ruben Uriarte, Michel Vanbockestal, Georges Metz, Jacky Kozan).

Between heaven and earth, where do aliens fit in?
NASA has hired 24 theologians to study the human response to extraterrestrials and hopes
theologians at the Center for Theological Inquiry (CTI) in Princeton, N.J., can answer, as part of a
recent effort to understand how humans will respond to news of intelligent life on other planets
(Ruben Uriarte, Jacky Kozan).
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A very sad news on December 29

U.S. and Nevada leaders are mourning former Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid,
who died Tuesday at age 82. While most of the U.S. media, which just released his
obituary, focused on his long political career, few covered the area of interest he was
perhaps most passionate about: UFOs.
Harry Reid, who was involved in the creation of the U.S. government's secret
AATIP (Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program) UFO program,
regularly advocated for the investigation of the UFO phenomenon and the
revelation of what the government is hiding or knows about it.
Thank you for all you have done to lift the embargo on the UFO truth.
Rest in peace Senator.
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6 – Communications of the members of the Academy of
Ufology
(The communications listed below are included in detail in paragraph 5 above).

6.1 – Communications from Ruben Uriarte
• Here is the report from Pentagon
• Read: Pentagon releases first-ever UFO report
• Important first step': Highly anticipated UFO report released with no firm conclusions
• Here is the report from Pentagon
• Documentary Filmmaker Weighs In On New UFO Report
• Tucker reacts to unclassified government UFO report
• How the Pentagon Can Improve the Way It Studies UFOs
• UFOs dogfights with militaryjets above France
• US fighter pilot UFO TIC TAC disabled weapons
• UFOs dogfights with militaryjets above France
• France release UFO reports
• UFO Insight Weekly Update
• World's Largest Association of Aerospace and Aeronautical Engineers Joins Call for Scientific
Inquiry of UFOs
• Here-is-what-you-need-to-know-about-UFOs-according-to-the-aiaa-aviation-conference!
• UFO Insight Weekly Update
• CathoIicism-handle-discovery-extraterrestrial-life???
• Death on Mars book- byJohn E. Brandenburg PhD
• Former Israeli Space Security Chief Haim Eshed Book Epilogue Translation...
• CONGRESS CALLS FOR PERIVIANENT OFFICE TO ADDRESS "UNIDENTIFIED
AERIAL PHENOMENA"
• Mohammed Ali and UFOs
• SAN MARINO COULD BECOME THE U.N.'S NEW "GENEVA" FOR UFOS
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• The Dangers Of Being A UFO Researcher? Strange Deaths And Sudden IIIness!
• International coalition perspective of UAP task group report
• UFO Explorations - Einstein's Secret Trip to View Roswell UFO
• UAP Task Force directives passed by U.S. House Intelligence Committee
• Tucker on UAPs
• 1962 UFO Crash in Argentina
• Former USAF Officers to present evidence of UFOs Tampering with NucIearWeapons tomorrow 10119/2021
• The Unidentified Aerial Phenomenon (UAP) and NucIearWeapons - Press conference video
• 'We hope it's not an adversaiy here on Earth': NASA leader suggests UFOs could be aliens
• THE FOO FIGHTERS: TODAY'S PILOTS ENCOUNTERS WITH UAP ARE NOTHING
NEW
• The Galileo Project Welcomes Christopher Mellon and Luis Elizondo as Research Affiliates
• New York Post: UFOs buzzing US warships may be aliens: Top spy chief
• Congress to create new UFO officeto investigate possible link between UFO sightings and
nuclear weapons
• Internal Navy Document Reveals Previously Unknown UFO/UAP Encounter by F-18 Pilot
• Former Pentagon official discusses UFO sightings in Canada and the Unite...
• Indian UFO Group
• UAP serious business
• Stephen Bassett: UFO/UAP Disclosure- The Newest Developments
• Senators applaud inclusion of unidentified aerial phenomena in national defense bill
• New documents reveal the US Navy dealt with drone attacks off the coast of California for
weeks in July 2019
• Aliens may have already visited earth, says bombshell report by NASA
• NASA Has Hired A Priest To Prepare Us For Aliens
• Former U.S. Sen. Harry Reid dies at 82
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6.2 – Communication from Paul Stonehill
• Navy pilots recall "unsettling" 2004 UAP sighting - 60 Minutes - CBS News plus more
interviews
• USA - First indications on the Pentagon report to Congress – Expected release on June 25
• CHINA CONFIRMS IT HAS ITS OWN UFO TASK FORCE
• What will happen to ufology? What will be the role of ufologists?
• News item from Brazil, reported by Russian media.
• Ex-government chief for UFO investigations: US considering extraterrestrial hypothesis
• India and global UFOlogy
• Here it is...
• Tucker Carlson and the Preliminary Assesment
• Statement by Pentagon Press SecretaryJohn Kirby on Unidentified Aerial Phenomena
Assessment:
• It starts...
• Nations are looking for ET
• "Secret Soviet UFO Research"- my participation
• SOVIET MARINE SPETSNAZ, ALIENS AND UFOS OF CASPIAN SEA
• "Secret Soviet UFO Research"- my participation [PAUL STONEHILL]
• The Russian General who knew about UFOs, and Alpha Magazine of ufology (English version)
• New edition of Alpha Magazine (Revista ALPHA)
• Soviet and Russian military encounters with UFOs
• The Russian general who knew about UFOs, and Alpha Magazine of ufology (English version)
• "MICROCHIP" FROM THE MISTS OF TIME...
• ANCIENT ALIENS IN THE ODESSA CATACOMBS
• Death on Mars book- byJohn E. Brandenburg PhD
• My discussion with Erich von Daniken
• STRANGE UFOS OF THE RUSSIAN NORTH (SEPTEMBER 2021)
• It looks like the government is at it again
• The Dangers of Being a UFO Researcher? Strange Deaths And Sudden Illness!
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• RUSSIA DISCLOSED TOP SECRET MILITARY UNIT...WHY?
• UFO OVER THE GULF OF FINLAND, OCTOBER 14, 2021; PARANORMAL URALS
• Remote Viewing - Nick Pope
• RUSSIAN REACTION TO THE LATEST US UFO RESEARCH EFFORTS
• ...AND MORE REVELATIONS FROM COSMONAUTS...ALlEN ENCOUNTERS…
LOST CIVILIZATIONS... BRAIN MUTATIONS...

6.3 – Communication from Jean-Pierre Troadec
- Man who searched Pelosi's Capitol Hill computer found shot dead! - Republican Resistance
- Google Alert: GEIPAN
- 1978, GEIPAN investigates UFOs - Ina.fr video and radio archives
- BD UFO
- Not all drones are grounded
- Logo
- UFOs: a matter of state, a fascinating documentary to see on myCANAL - CNEWS
- Alien in chocolate
- USA - Military and intelligence agencies filibuster Senate report on UFOs
- Prince Philip and aliens!
- The digital fight against false information
- Thomas Pesquet accompanied in space by the military base of Lyon and Nasa | Actu Lyon
- VIDEO. A mysterious fireball crosses the sky in the South-East - ladepeche.fr
- Publications of the Academy of Ufology on facebook
- US Senate report June 2021
- Should we be (a little) afraid of UFOs?
- Teaser: THE TIME OF THE UFOS - The new documentary film by George Combes
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(September 2021) - YouTube
- La Dépéche mentions the action of the CIPO
- Google Alert: Ufology FOR BROADCAST
- Fight against the manipulation of information
- UFO in Pertuis yesterday
- UFO of 8-4 PERTUIS = Patrouille de France de nuit
- Sky & space
- Special conspiracy
- The real false UFO
- The time of the UFOs of Georges Combes before the premiere at the festival of the unusual film
of Rennes-le-Château from August 8 to 12
- Images from the film UFO TIME
- Opener BlackFly, the UFO of Mr. Everyman
- Google Alert: Flying saucer
- Infography on the cases studied at GEIPAN
- La Haye-Fouassière | The flying saucer - BRETAGNE Télé
- Google Alert: FLIGHTING SOUCOUPE
- Nimes. A mysterious flying saucer on the Esplanade Charles-de-Gaulle

6.4 – Communications from CAFÉ UFOLÓGICO RIO54 (ARGENTINA)
• ¡EL CAFÉ UFOLÓGICO RIO54 HOY CUMPLE IIAÑOS!
• ¡EL CAFE UFOLÓGICO RIO54 HOY CUMPLE IIAÑOS!
• OFF TOPIC 1 HORS SUJET
• JUEVES 3 DE JUNIO 18:30, CAFE UFOLÓGICO RÍO54
• CAFE UFOLÓGICO RIO54: ESTE I DE JULIO, 18,30 GMT-3
• I' JUEVES 5: CAFE UFOLÓGICO RIO54
• CAFE UFOLOGICO RIO54 SEPTIEMBRE
• Te esperamos estejueves
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• 1962 UFO Crash in Argentina
• ¡Y UN DIA VOLVIMOS A REUNIRNOS!
• Conferencia en febrero 2022 ante la ONU

6.5 – Communications from Georges Metz
- More information on Eric MENGER
- Video and book "the gift of the stars, guide to extraterrestrial worlds"
- Map of US-Navy maneuvers with Drovnis
- Top Secret photo of Calvine's UFO in 1990
- Article UFOs in La Croix Hebdo of May 14
- The Elena Danaan case
- Video excerpt from Mr. Salla, US military mission on Ganymede

6.6 – Communications by Gérard Nouzille
- Refueling helicopter in flight
- The sun filmed by NASA.
- PUERTO RICO - there are not only UFOs
- Re: UFO of 8-4 PERTUIS = Patrouille de France by night
- Takeoff!!!
- Images of MARS by NASA
- A Us submarine hits a UFO in the China Sea
- This phenomenon is unique and specific to the Arctic: Superb! And fast!

6.7 – Papers by Philip Mantle
• Calvin Parker- News Release
• Nick Pope's missing time episode hits the headlines
• PASCAGOULA ALIEN ENCOUNTER DIORAMA BY JASON GLEAVES
• US Department of Defence UAP report
• The UK's HOUSE OF LORDS discuss the Pentagon UAP Report.
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6.8 – Communications from Peter Robbins
• Broadcast
• The Travis Walton controversy
• 19 October UFOs and nukes press conference
• Monday 20 December
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7 – Books
"Trinitty" new book by Jacques Vallée. A team of researchers reveals a UFO case recovered by the
US government as early as 1945. Evidence of the existence of UFOs - and their occupants - has
existed in official U.S. records since 1945. Two experienced researchers, Paola Harris and
Jacques Vallée, have reconstructed the story of the accident that led to the discovery of a damaged
UFO on a New Mexico ranch one month after the first atomic bomb was detonated and two days
after the Japanese surrender that ended World War II. Their analysis, based on detailed interviews
with three witnesses and outside evidence that demonstrates the authenticity of the reports, explains
how the case could remain secret for 65 years. Its study in the field and in the laboratory leads to a
profound revision of contemporary history. It invites new questions about the intentions of our
"visitors" and the nature of their extraordinary technology.

Release of the book by Daniel Robin: "OVNIS du secret officiel aux limites de la science".
If this study was carried out, it is because the reflection on the subject of UFOs is far from being
completed and that the researchers must turn towards other fields of interrogation.
The ufology of the XXIst century is no longer that of the pioneers. We must prepare ourselves for
great changes in this field, and seriously consider the possibility of more and more numerous and
close contacts between UFOs and groups of humans ready for this type of "encounter".

Release of the book "Past Present and Future with Luis Elizondo" by Adam Goldsack which
states: The Department of Defense program, "UAPTF" (Unidentified Aerial Phenomenon
Task Force) was created in August 2020, and it was a game changer. This means that the
United States Government (USG) is officially investigating unidentified aerial phenomena
(UAP), also known as UFOs. For me, this was big news and as someone who has been
interested in this topic since 2013, I couldn't help but appreciate the extreme importance
of this. (Robert Roussel, Jacky Kozan).
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Proposal of partnership. Olivier Bernard would be honored and flattered that his book "Les lueurs
céleste" which puts in relation the UFO phenomenon the religion and the psychosociological
which will come out soon in the Pantheon editions joins the ranks of the publications of the
Academy of Ufology.
New book of Rémy Borne the pillar of Les Repas Ufologiques de Tours : "OVNI en Touraine : un
livre pour raconter 85 ans d’observations ".
"Espion et télépathe, j'ai hacké les Ovnis: An interview by Pierre-Gilles Bellin". Remote
viewing and ufology via the DGSE. This book seems important for ufologists. It is perhaps a
publication for information and training of intermediaries between the public and an intelligence
service. This book, according to Flying disk France, is first of all the terrible testimony of an
"insider" specialist of UFOs in the French secret services. It marks a major turning point in
"ufology". Daniel Robin, a well-known author in this field, explains in his preface:
"This book which relates the words of a certain Anonymous - someone who had been an
authentic military Remote-Viewer by his knowledge of the practice.
CERO FRANCE announces the book "Rencontres Extraterrestres" (information transmitted by
Sandrine Fernandez).
Death on Mars book – A book by John E. Brandenburg
New evidence of a nuclear catastrophe on Mars! In an epic story of discovery solid evidence is
presented for a dead civilization on Mars and the shocking reason for its demise: an ancient, planetwide nuclear massacre leaving isotopic traces of vast explosions that endure to our time. The story
told by a wide range of Mars data is now clear. Mars once had an Earth-like climate with an ocean
and rivers, and for a long time supported plant and animal life including a humanoid civilization.
Then for unfathomable reasons a massive thermonuclear explosion devastated the centers of
Martian civilization and destroyed the planet's biosphere.
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8 – Magazines- Newsletter
La Gazette des Mousquetaires de l'Ufo n°91 à 96 (Guy.Coat).

The magazine "ça m'intéresse" n° L 1581 publishes a special edition "complots et sociétés
secrètes 4 000 ans de conspiration."
UFO article in La Croix Hebdo of May 14: "Chasseurs d’ovnis". It has been a long time since the
weekly press had devoted a front page to UFOs. La Croix magazine and newspaper is of Catholic
obedience, it is rare that this type of media marked by a religious tendency dares to tackle such a
"sulphurous" subject, still in 2021.

The magazine "BIG BANG" from 01/05/21 to 01/04/22 displays a flying saucer and an
extraterrestrial. Trendy magazine, Big Bang, society facts and leisure, without any link with
ufology and without any article on UFOs, on sale in newsstands. The ufo-alien imagery is used as a
marketing hook.

Spotlight on an atypical comic book: "I saw the saucers. The dark side of ufology". At first sight
the story seems to be a testimony against ufology and ufologists. After reading it, I must admit that
one changes one's mind. The comic is a personal narrative of a young woman who crossed the road
of UFOs, via a posture of belief, far from the neutral work of field investigation..

BRETAGNE Télé - Unusual, La Haye-Fouassière has an incredible flying saucer. The UFO landed
in 1993 on a traffic circle in the Nantes vineyards. An extraterrestrial even tasted Muscadet. This
aluminum flying saucer, visible in the middle of the RD 149, is quite unusual.

La Gazette de Nîmes. A mysterious flying saucer on the Esplanade Charles-de-Gaulle. The UFO
remains an ever-used marketing point... between fantasy and SF imagery.
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9 – Upcoming films
New Line, HBO Max and producer Laura Bickford are taking a UFO script based on the book by
Leslie Kean.to make a film about modern government UFO investigations. Bryce Kass wrote the
script.

Soon on the screens, LE TEMPS DES OVNIS, the documentary which makes a philosophical and
completely innovative approach of the UFO file, first treatment of the kind in the field .... To be
continued, soon (Jean-Pierre Troadec).

The time of the UFOs by Georges Combes before the premiere at the unusual film festival of
Rennes-le-Château from August 8 to 12.
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10 - Évènements notables de 2021
Participation of Robert Roussel to the S2e Symposium Ufologique Haute Vallée de l'Aude in
Rennes-les-Bains.
Intervention of experienced scientists, renowned authors and insightful researchers on the
following major themes:
- UFOs/UAPs: report of the current world situation and French chronological synthesis
- UFOs and extraterrestrials in works of art and religious beliefs
- UFOs and UAPs in Hollywood movies
- Close Encounters (RR3)
- The relationship between altered states of consciousness and UFOs/UAPs
- Abductions: an extremely disturbing theme that is generally ignored
- UFO sightings filmed by military forces and during NASA space missions
- Testimonies resulting from field investigations
- Towards Disclosure: are the major states currently preparing the minds of their citizens?

CIPO on Europe 1 ! Bravo ! June 24 in the 19h-20h.

Thursday, October 7 in Le Soler, Nelson Monfort lead a conference on the theme UFOs, are we
alone ?

For the Permanent Council
Jacky Kozan / Coordinator
January 17, 2022
To be validated by the Annual General Meeting
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